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Completeness Properties of Certain Normal Subgroup Lattices 
MANFRED DROSTE 
We examine the normal subgroup lattice of 2-transitive automorphism groups A(il) of infinite 
linearly ordered sets (il, <:;). Using combinatorial methods, we prove that in each of these lattices 
the partially ordered subset of all those elements which are finitely generated as normal subgroups 
is a lattice in which infima and suprema of subsets of cardinality <:; l{) always exist; two infinite 
distributive identities are also shown to hold. Similar methods are used to give a completeness result 
for reduced products of arbitrary partially ordered sets. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let (.Q, :(;) be an infinite linearly ordered set (,chain') and A(.Q) == Aut«.Q, :(;)) its 
automorphism group, i.e. the group of all order-preserving permutations of (.Q, :(;). The 
chain (.Q, :(;) is called doubly homogeneous, if A(.Q) acts 2-transitively on it, i.e. whenever 
A, B ~ .Q with IAI = IBI = 2, there exists an automorphism g E A(.Q) with Ag = B. 
Chains (.Q, :(;) of this type and certain normal subgroups of their automorphism groups 
A(.Q) have been used e.g. for the construction of infinite simple torsion-free groups 
(Higman [8]) or, in the theory oflattice-ordered groups (I-groups), in dealing with embeddings 
of arbitrary I-groups into simple divisible I groups (Holland [9]); for many further results 
see Glass [6]. The lattice N(A(.Q)) of all normal subgroups of A(.Q) has been studied by 
several different authors [1-6, 8-9, 11]. Let (.Q, :(;) be a doubly homogeneous chain in all 
of the following. Higman [8] proved that A(.Q) contains a smallest non-trivial normal 
subgroup, the group B(.Q) of all automorphisms with bounded support. As shown in 
Holland [9], Lloyd [11], and [3, 4], if the chain .Q contains a countable unbounded subset, 
then A(.Q) has precisely 5, otherwise at least 22~) normal subgroups. Furthermore, each 
proper subnormal subgroup 9f A(.Q) is· indeed normal and contained in a maximal proper 
normal subgroup of A(.Q) (Ball and Droste [2]). For a variety offurther results, see [2, 4-6]. 
For any g E A(.Q), let (g) designate the smallest normal subgroup of A(.Q) containing g. 
We let N1(A(.Q)) = {(g); g E A(.Q)}, the set of all normal subgroups of A(.Q) which 
are generated by a single automorphism. As shown in [2], the structure of the lattice 
(N(A(.Q)), ~) is completely determined by that of its partially ordered subset (N1 (A(.Q)), ~), 
and vice-versa: (N1(A(.Q)), ~) is a join-semilattice and (N(A(.Q)), ~) is a complete 
algebraic Brouwerian lattice with N1 (A(.Q)) as its set of compact elements; in particular, 
N(A(.Q)) is distributive and isomorphic to the lattice of all ideals of (N1 (A(.Q)), ~). In Ball 
and Droste [2], the structure of (N1 (A(.Q )), ~) was characterized by the structure of the 
Dedekind-completion (.Q, :(;) of (.Q, :(;). In Droste and Shelah [5], this result was used to 
obtain a set-theoretic classification and construction of the class of all such semilattices 
N1 (A(.Q)) and lattices N(A(.Q), without assuming the class of all doubly homogeneous 
chains (.Q, :(;) to be given. As a consequence, it was shown that (N1(A(.Q)), ~) is always 
indeed a lattice which is even closed under countably-infinite intersections. Let us call a 
lattice (L, :(;) K-complete (K an infinite cardinal), if each subset of L of cardinality :(; K has 
both an infimum and a supremum in (L, :(;). Now, using the classification of [5], we will 
prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let (.Q, :(;) be a doubly homogeneous chain. Then the lattice (N1 (A(.Q)), ~) 
is ~1-complete. Furthermore, it satisfies the following two infinite distributive identities for ~1 
elements: Whenever a, bj E N1 (A(.Q)) for i E w1, then a /\ V JEW) bj = V JEW) (a /\ bJ and 
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a v /\ iEw,bi = /\ iEWI (a v bJ. Moreover, N, (A(Q» is closed in (N(A(Q », s) with respect 
to infima (= intersections) of ~I elements, but not necessarily with respect to suprema 
(= products) of countably many elements. 
Here the final statement of Theorem 1 follows from the first, observing that infima in 
(N, (A(Q», s) are intersections, and from [4; Theorem 7.14(c)] where it is shown that if Q 
does not contain a countable unbounded subset, then there are Ni E N,(A(Q» with 
IV; ~ IV; + I for each i E 1\1; hence ll iEN Ni ¢ N,(A(Q» . 
We also give an example of a doubly homogeneous chain Q for which it is consistent with 
standard set theory (ZFC) that (N, (A(Q », s) is not ~2-complete. 
According to Theorem I, the intersection of~, elements of N,(A(Q» is again a normal 
subgroup generated by a single automorphism. We remark that by following the proofs of 
[2] , [5], and this paper leading to this result, it is possible (though complicated) to explicitly 
construct this single automorphism of Q. In view of our argument for Theorem 1, it would 
be interesting (even for just 2 elements) to obtain an algebraic proof of this intersection 
result. 
Since (N(A(Q », s) is a complete algebraic lattice, it satisfies the join infinite distributive 
identity for arbitrarily many elements (cf. [7; p. 112]). As a consequence of Theorem I, it 
also satisfies the dual identity for ~ I elements: 
COROLLARY I. Let Q be a doubly homogeneous chain and N, IV; (i E WI) normal subgroups 
of A(Q). Then N· n;EWI N; = niEW I (N· IV;). 
Finally, we use the idea for the proof of Theorem 1 to note a completeness result for 
reduced products of partially ordered sets. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal. A filter 
F on K is called normal if F is closed under diagonal intersections. A final segment of K is 
a set of the form {j; i ::::; j < K} for some i < K. Let us call a partially ordered set (P, ::::;) 
< K-meet-complete (K-meet-complete) if each subset P of cardinality < K( ::::; K) has an 
infimum in P, respectively. Join-completeness is defined dually. (P, ::::;) is < K-complete if 
it is both < K-meet-complete and < K-join-complete. We will show: 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a regular cardinal, F a normal filter on K which contains all final 
segments ofK, (P; , ::::;) (i E K) partially ordered sets, and (P, ::::;) = ll(P;, ::::;)/F the reduced 
product of these partially ordered sets over F. If each (P; , ::::;) (i E K) is < K-meet-complete, 
then (P, ::::;) is K-meet-complete. In particular, if each (P;, ::::;) (i E K) is a < K-complete lattice, 
then (P, ::::;) is a K-complete lattice. 
2. PROOF OF THE RESULTS 
The proof of Theorem I is based on the set-theoretic classification of the class of all 
lattices (N, (A(Q », s) (Q a doubly homogeneous chain) contained in Droste and Shelah 
[5]. For the convenience of the reader, let us first introduce this classification in a slightly 
modified form which is more suitable in the present context. 
Recall that a tree (T, ::::;) is a partially ordered set with a smallest element such that for 
each a E T the set {x E T; x ::::; a} is well-ordered. Linearly ordered sets will also be called 
chains. If (T, ::::;) is a tree and 0 :f. A s Ta chain in T, an element x E Tis a strict upper 
bound of A if a < x for all a E A; let MA always be the set of all minimal strict upper bounds 
of A. We also write Ma = M {a) for a E T. Hence Ma = 0 iff a is a maximal element in T. 
A chain PsT is called a path in T if (P, ::::;) contains no greatest element. As usual, 
cardinals are identified with the least ordinals of their cardinality. For a mapping/, let af 
denote its value at a. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. We will consider trees (T, ~) with order-relations ~a on Ma for each 
a E Twith Ma #- 0 and ~p on Mp for each path P in Tsuch that the following conditions 
hold: 
(l) If a E T and Ma #- 0, then 
(a) IMal is a regular uncountable cardinal; 
(b) (Ma, ~a) is well-ordered and isomorphic to IMal. 
(2) If P ~ T is a path in T, then 
either (a) IMpl = 1, and if Mp = {a}, say, then Ma = 0; 
or (b) IMpl = 3, (Mp, ~p) is linearly ordered, and if Mp = {a, b, c}, say with 
a <p b <p c, then Mb = 0. 
Let fI be the class of all trees T satisfying these conditions. 
Note that each TEfl has either precisely one or uncountably many elements. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For TEfl, let T+ be the set of all subsets A of T satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(a) {x E T; x < a} ~ A for each a E A; 
(b) If P is a path in T such that Mp = {a, b, c}, say, with a <p b <p c, and if a E A or 
c E A, then also b E A; 
(c) If P is a path in Twith P ~ A and Mp = {a}, say, then a E A. 
If A ~ T, let Ad = A u {a E T; 3 path P ~ A with Mp = {a}}, the 'closure' of A. 
Clearly, T is the greatest and 0 the smallest element of (T+, ~) and {min T} is the 
smallest element of T+\{0}. A few elementary properties of the just defined notions 
contains 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let TEfl. 
(a) If A ~ T satisfies conditions (2.2) (a) and (b), then Ael E T+, and Ael is the smallest 
element of(T+, ~) containing A. 
(b) (T+, ~) is a complete lattice. In particular, if Ai E T+ (i E I), then in (T+, ~) we have 
AiEl Ai = niEl Ai and V i<;;l Ai = (UiEl A;)d. 
(c) Let A, B, e ~ T such that A u B ~ e and B satisfies condition (2.2) (a). Then 
Acl " B ~ eel. 
PROOF. (a), (b) Immediate from the definitions. 
(c) Let x E Ael " B and suppose that {x} = Mp for some path P ~ A. Then P ~ B by 
(2.2) (a), hence P ~ e and thus x E eel. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Definition of a filter £1I(T) in (T+, ~) (T E fI) is given by: 
For each a E Twith Ma #- 0, let 
fJla = {e ~ Ma; e is closed and unbounded above in (Ma, ~a)}. 
We call a set B ~ T big if BE T+ and there is a set A ~ B which satisfies min TEA and 
the following properties: 
(a) {x E T; x < a} ~ A for each a E A; 
(b) If a E A with Ma #- 0, then A " Ma E £1Ia; 
(c) If P is a path in T with P ~ A, then Mp ~ A. 
Let fJI(T) be the set of all big subsets of T. 
Notice that for any subset A ~ T satisfying conditions (2.4) (a)-(c) we have A E T+. 
Clearly, £1I(T) is a filter in (T+, ~) and closed under countable intersections, since each 
£1Ia (a E T, Ma #- 0) is closed under countable intersections. 
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DEFINITION 2.5. Definition of the partially ordered set (T*, :::;) for T E :Y is given by: 
For two subsets X, Y E T+ we put X:::; Y if X nBs; Y for some B E el(T), and X '" Y 
if X :::; Yand Y :::; X. Let [X] = {Y E T+; X'" Y}, the equivalence class of X E T + with 
respect to "', and T* = {[X]; X E T+} = T+ / "'. We define [X] :::; [Y] for X, Y E T+ by 
X :::; Y. Then (T*, :::;) is a partially ordered set. 
Clearly, [T] is the greatest and [0] the smallest element of(T*, :::;), and [{min T}] is the 
smallest element of T* \{ [0]}. Moreover, if Thas only one element, then T+ = {0, T}, 
PA(T) = {T}, and IT*I = 2. Conversely, IT*I = 2 implies ITI = 1. Next we note 
REMARK 2.6. For' any T E :Y, (T*, :::;) is a u-Iattice, i.e. ~o-complete. 
PROOF. Let Ai E T+ (i EN). Put A = niEN Ai and B = (UiEN A;)c1. Then A, BET+, 
and it is easy to check that [A] = t\iEN[A;] in (T*, :::;). We show that [B) = V iEN[A;). 
Clearly, [A;] :::; [B) for each i E N. Now let D E T+ with [AJ :::; [D) for each i E N. Choose 
Ci E PA(T) satisfying condition (2.4) (a) such that Ai n Ci S; D. Then C = nEN Ci E PA(T) 
satisfies (2.4) (a) and UiEN Ai n C S; D. Hence, by Proposition 2.3 (c) we get B n C S; D 
which shows [B) :::; [D). 
We will generalize this result in Corollary 2.14 where we show that (T*, :::;) is in fact 
~.-complete. 
If (A, :::;), (B, :::;) are partially ordered sets, let (A, :::;) x (B, :::;) be the set A x B 
together with the product partial ordering, i.e. (a, b) :::; (a', b') iff a :::; a' and b :::; b' 
(a, a' E A, b, b' E B). Now we have the following set-theoretic characterization of the class 
of all lattices (N1 (A(.Q », s;) (.Q a doubly homogeneous chain): 
THEOREM 2.7. (Droste and Shelah [5]). Up to isomorphism, the partially ordered sets 
(N. (A(.Q»\ {id}, s;), where .Q ranges through all doubly homogeneous chains, are preCisely 
the partially ordered sets (T.*, :::;) x (T2*' :::;), where T., T2 E :Y. Moreover, these partially 
ordered sets are lattices which are closed under countable infima. 
Here the fact that (T.*, :::;) x (T!, :::;) has a smallest element, ([0], [0]), is reflected by 
Higman's result [8] that B(.Q) is the smallest element of N. (A(.Q »\ {id}. The final statement 
of Theorem 2.7 follows immediately from Remark 2.6. As a consequence of Theorem 2.7 
and Remark 2.6, we obtain that (N.(A(.Q», s;) is even a u-Iattice. (The equivalence of the 
present classification with the original one in [5; Theorem 2.8] can easily be checked.) 
Next we wish to show that for each T E :Y, (T*, :::;) is even ~.-complete; the proof of 
Theorem 1 is then immediate by Theorem 2.7. Our construction can be motivated by the 
following 
EXAMPLE (cf. e.g. [10; p. 58]). Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal. A subset A S; K 
is called a club if A is closed and unbounded above in K. Let ~(K) designate the filter 
generated by the clubs of K. If A S; K, let [A] denote the image of A under the canonical 
epimorphism from &'(K) onto the Boolean algebra d(K) = &'(K)/~(K). If Ai S; K (i E K), let 
6Aj = {j E K; j E ni <J Ai} , the diagonal intersection of the AiS, and V Aj = {j E K; 
j E Ui<J A;}, the diagonal union of the Ai' i E K. Then the intersection of fewer than 
K clubs and the diagonal intersection of K clubs are again clubs in K, and in d(K) we have 
[6 AJ = t\ [AJ and [V AJ = V [A;). Hence d(K) is K-complete. 
Note that if T E :Y is such that each maximal chain in Thas precisely two elements, then 
(T*\[0], :::;) ~ d(K) where K = In cf. Droste and Shelah [5; Example 2.5]. 
Let us first construct infima of ~ I elements of T*. The diagonal intersections of sets in 
the above example are imitated in the following 
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CONSTRUCTION 2.8. Let TEfl. 
(a) For each a E T, let Ta = {z E T; a < z}. Then Ta u {a} E fl. 
(b) Let Y = {a E T; IMal = ~I' \Ix < a: IMxl ~ ~2}' 
For each a E Y letla: (Ma, ~a) --+ WI be the uniquely determined isomorphism. 
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(c) Let Ai £: T (i E WI)' For each a E Y Il nWI Ai let 6 a(AJ be the set of all x E Ta such that 
if k E Ma satisfies k ~ x, then x E Ajfa for all j E Ma with j < a k. Thus 
6 a(Ai) = U n «Tk u {k}) Il Ajfa), 
keMa jeMa 
the diagonal intersection of the Ai Il Ta, i E WI, in Ta. Now let 
6 iEWI Ai = n Ai u U 6 a(AJ, 
iewl ae Y n () Ai 
the diagonal intersection of the Ai' i E WI' in T. We also write 6 AJor short. 
Occasionally we will use in the following that whenever Y E Y, Then Ty Il Y = 0. Thus 
Y is an antichain in T, i.e. consists only of pairwise incomparable elements. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let TEfl and A £: T be an antichain in T such that Ma =I- 0 for each 
a E A. For each a E A choose an elementja E Ma. Then 
B = T\ U U (Tk U {k}) 
is big in T. 
aeA keMa 
k ~aja 
PROOF. Clearly min T E Band B satisfies conditions (2.4) (a) and (c). To check (2.4) (b), 
let a E B with Ma =I- 0. If a E A, we have B Il Ma = {z E Ma;ja <a Z} E 8ia. If a ¢ A, we 
get B Il Ma = Ma E !!Ia. Hence BE 8i(T). 
Now we show that in (T*, ~) infima of subsets of cardinality ~ ~I always exist. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let TEfl. 
(a) If Ai E T+ for each i E WI' then 6 WI A; E T+. 
(b) LetAi,Bi £: TwithAi £: BJoreachiEw l • Then 6wIAi £: 6wIBi' 
(c) If Ai' BE T+ for each i E WI' then B Il 6 WI Ai £: 6 WI (B Il Ai)' 
(d) Let Bi E !!I(T) for each i E WI' Then 6 WI Bi E 8i(T). 
(e) Let Ai E T+ for each i E WI' Then [6wIAJ = AWl [AJ in (T*, ~). 
PROOF. (a) For abbreviation purposes we put A = 6 A; and Ua = 6 a(AJ for each 
a E Y Il nA;. We claim A E T+. 
To check condition (2.2) (a), let a E A and x E T with x < a. If a E nA;, we get 
x E nA; £: A. If a E Uy for some y E Y Il nA;, we have either x ~ y and x E nAi, or 
y < x < a and then x E Uy £: A. Hence x E A in any case. 
For (2.2) (b), let P be a path in Tsuch that Mp = {a, b, c}, a <p b <p c, and (w.l.o.g.) 
a E A. If a E nA;, clearly b E nAi £: A. Now assume a E Uy for some y E Y Il nAi. Let 
k E My satisfy k ~ a, or, equivalently, k ~ b. Then a E Ajly for all j E My with j < y k, 
hence b E Ajly for these j and thus b E Uy £: A. 
For (2.2) (c), let P be a path in T with P £: A and Mp = {a}, say. We claim a E A. 
If P £: nAi, clearly a E nA; £: A. If P ¢ nAi, there is x E P with x E Uy for some 
y E Y Il nAi. Let k E My satisfy k ~ x. We show P £: Ajfy for eachj E My withj <y k. 
Let Z E P. If Z ~ y, we obtain even Z E nA;. Now assume y < z, i.e. Z E Ty. Since P is 
linearly ordered, we have k ~ Z and hence, by Z E A Il Ty = Up Z E Ajfy for each j E My 
with j <y k. Now we obtain a E Ajfy for each j E My with j <y k. Hence a E Uy £: A, 
proving our claim. Thus A E T+. 
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Observe here for later reference that if Aj satisfies conditions (2.4) (a}-(e) for each i E WI' 
and P is a path in T with P ~ A, then by the same proof we get Mp ~ A. 
(b) Trivial 
(c) It suffices to show that 
B n U 6 a(AJ ~ U 6 a(B n Aj). 
aeY""A, aeY""(B,,A,) 
Indeed, if x E B and x E 6 a(AJ for some a E Y n nAj, then a < x and hence a E B, and 
x E 6 AB n Aj) is straightforward. 
(d) For each i E WI choose a set Aj ~ Bj such that min T E Aj and Aj satisfies conditions 
(2.4) (a}-(e). Let A = 6 A j. Then A ~ , 6 Bj by (b) and min T E nA j ~ A. Now we show 
that A satisfies conditions (2.4) (a}-(e); then it follows that 6 B j is big. Here (2.4) (a) is clear, 
since A E T+. 
For (2.4) (b), let a E A with Ma =F 0. Then either IMxl ~ ~2 for each x E T with 
x ~ a, or a E ~. U {y} for some y E Y. In the first case, we get a E nAj. Hence Aj n 
Ma E [JIa for each i E WI' and [JIa is closed under ~I intersections, since IMal ~ ~2' Thus 
A n Ma = n(A j n Ma) E [JIa' 
Next assume a E Ty for some Y E Y. Choose k E My with k ~ a. Then 
An Ma 6y(A j) n Ma = {x E Ma; Vj E My, j < y k: x E AjIy} 
= Ma n n AjIy 
JEMy j<y k 
and for each j E My with j < y k we have a E A/Yo thus Ma n Ajly E [JIa' Since 1Ia is closed 
under countable intersections, we get A n Ma E 1Ia. 
Finally, let a = Y E Y. Then a E nA j and 
A n Ma = 6 a(AJ n Ma = {x E Ma; Vj E Ma,j <a x: x E Ajla}. 
This set is the diagonal intersection of the sets Ma n Aj, i E WI ' in (Ma, ~a)' For each i E WI 
we have a E Aj and thus Ma n Aj E [JIa ' Hence again A n Ma E [JIa' 
To show (2.4) (c), let P be a path in T with P ~ A. We claim Mp ~ A. This is true as 
noted above at the end of the proof of (a). 
(e) First we show [6 Aj] ~ [Aj] for each j E WI' Fix j E WI' Put 
B = T \ U U (TkU{k}), 
ae Y keMa 
k :!;.aja 
where ja = jfa- 1 E Ma, i.e. jfa = j (a E Y). By Lemma 2.9, B is big in T. We claim (6 Aj) n 
B ~ Aj. Let x E (6 AJ n B. We can assume that x E 6 a(Aj) for some a E Y n nA j. Let 
k E Ma with k ~ x. Then k E B, showingja < a k. Hence x E Aj by definition of 6 AAj). It 
follows that [6 A;] ~ [Aj). 
Finally, let C E T+ with [C) ~ [A;] for each i E WI' Then for each i E WI there is B j E 1I(T) 
with C n Bj ~ A j. According to (d), 6 Bj is big in T, and by (c), (b) we get C n 6 B j ~ 
6(C n BJ ~ 6A j. Hence [C) ~ [6Aj], showing [6AJ = A[AJ 
Next we wish to show that suprema of ~I elements of T* exist in (T*, ~). 
CONSTRUCTION 2.11. Let T E ff and Aj ~ T (i E WI)' For each a E Y n U"'l Aj let 
'V AAJ be the set of all x E Ta such that if k E Ma satisfies k ~ x, then x E AjIa for some 
j E Ma withj <a k. Thus 
'V a(A;) = U U «Tk U {k}) n Aj!a ), 
kEMa jeMa 
j <a k 
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the diagonal union of the Ai 11 Ta, i E WI' in Ta. Now let 
and put V ie"'l Ai = (Oie"'l AJc1, the diagonal union of the Ai' i E WI' in T. We also write OAi 
and V Ai for short. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let T E ff. 
(a) If Ai E ff+ for each i E WI' then V "'I Ai E T+. 
(b) Let Ai' Bi £ T with Ai £ BJor each i E WI' Then V"'IAi £ V "'IBi' 
(c) Let Ai' Bi E T+ for each i E WI' Then (V",IAi) 11 (/'),,,,IBi) £ V UJI(A i 11 BJ. 
(d) Let Ai E T+ for each i E WI' Then [V"'IA;] = V ",JA;] in (T*, ::::;;). 
PROOF. Since this proof is similar to the previous one used for Theorem 2.9, we only give 
the main arguments here, leaving details to the reader. For abbreviation, let W = Uae y Ta. 
(a) According to Proposition 2.3 (a), it suffices to show that OAi satisfies conditions (2.2) 
(a) and (b). To check (2.2) (a), let a E OAi and x E T with x < a. If a E (UA i)\ W, clearly 
also x E (UAJ\ W £ OAi' Now assume a E V y(AJ for some y E Y 11 UAi. Then either 
y < x < a and hence x E V y(Ai) £ OAi, or x ::::;; y and then x E (UAi)\ W £ OAi' In 
any case, x E OAi' Condition (2.2) (b) is straightforward to check. 
(b) Trivial. 
(c) It suffices to show that (OAi) 11 (!::, Bi) £ O(Ai 11 BJ, since then the result follows 
from Proposition 2.3 (c) and Theorem 2.10 (a). So let x E (OAJ 11 (!::, B;). If x E (UAJ\ W, 
we get x E nBi and thus x E U(Ai 11 Bi)\ W £ O(Ai 11 Bi)' Now assume x E V yeA;) for 
some y E Y 11 UAi. Let k E My with k ::::;; x. Then x E Ajly for somej E My withj <y k. We 
claim that also x E Bj/y and y E nBi' If x E nBt, this is clear. Hence let x E !::, y,(BJ for 
somey'E YI1 nBi.Theny,y'E Ysatisfyy < xandy' < x,thusy::::;; y'ory'::::;; y.The 
definition of Y implies y = y'. Hence indeed our claim follows. Thus x E Aj/y 11 Bjly and 
y E Y 11 U(Ai 11 BJ, showing x E V y(Ai 11 BJ £ O(Ai 11 BJ. 
(d) First we show that [Aj] ::::;; [V A;] for each j E WI' Fix j E WI and put 
B = T\ U U (Tk U {k}) 
ae Y keMo 
k ~QjQ 
with ja = jlo-I E Ma, i.e. j = jfo (a E Y). By Lemma 2.9, B is big in T, and we claim 
Aj 11 B £ OAi £ V Ai' Let x E Aj 11 B. We can assume x E Ta for some a E Y. Then 
aE Aj. Let k E Ma with k ::::;; x. By definition of B we haveja <a k. Hence x E Va(A;) £ OAi' 
This shows [AJ ::::;; [V A;]. 
Finally let C E T+ with [A;] ::::;; [C] for each i E WI' For each i E WI' choose a set 
Bi E ~(T) with Ai 11 Bi £ C =: Ci' Then!::' Bi E ~(T) by Theorem 2.10. Now (b) and (c) 
show (V AJ 11 (!::, B;) £ V (Ai 11 BJ £ V Ci £ C, where the last inclusion follows 
immediately from the definition. Hence [V AJ ::::;; [C], proving [V At] = V [At]. 
Next we wish to prove two infinite distributive identities for ~I elements in (T*, ::::;;). 
THEOREM 2.13. Let T E ff and A, Bi E T+ for each i E WI' Then: 
(a) [A] /\ V "'I [B;] = V "'I ([A] /\ [BJ) in (T*, ::::;;); 
(b) [A] v /\"'1 [B;] = /\"'1 ([A] v [Bi]) in (T*, ::::;;). 
PROOF. (a) Here '~' is clear. To show the converse, let Ai = A for each i E WI' 
Using the fact that A £ !::, Ai' by Theorem 2.12 we obtain A 11 V Bi £ (t-. AJ 11 (V BJ £ 
V (Ai 11 B;) = V (A 11 Bi) and hence [A] /\ V [Btl = [A 11 V Btl ::::;; [V (A 11 B;)] = V [A 11 Btl. 
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(b) Here' ~ ' is clear. For the converse, note that whatever A, BE T+ , then A u BE T+ 
and [A u B] = [A] v [B] in (T*, ~). Hence by Theorem 2.10 we have to show that 
[t. (A u Bi)] ~ [A u t. BJ For this, it suffices to construct a big set C E fJI(T) such that 
(+) U{t.a(A u B;); a E Y n n(A u B;)} n C £; A u U{t.a(B;); a E Y n nBi} ' Let 
S = (Y n A)\nBi. For each a E S, choose an element ia E WI such that a ¢ Bi , and let 
. 'r' M N t a Ja = laa E a' ow pU 
C = T\ U U (Tk u {k}). 
aES kEMa 
k '${,aja 
Since S £; Y is an antichain in T, we have C E fJI(T) by Lemma 2.9. 
Now we show (+ ). Let x E t. a(A u B;) n C for some a E Y n n(A u B;) and assume 
that x ¢ A. Let k E Ma with k ~ x. It follows that x E Bjla for each} E Ma with} < a k. Thus 
x E 8, a (B;). To finish the proof that x E U {t. a(B;); a E Y n nBi} it remains to show that 
a E nBi. For contradiction suppose a ¢ nBi, i.e. a E S. Now x E C implies}a <a k. Hence 
by ita = ia we get x E Bia and thus a E Bia since a < x. But this contradicts our choice of 
ia E WI' 
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.10 (e), 2.12 (d), and 2.13 we have 
COROLLARY 2.14. Let T E f7. Then (T*, ~) is a lattice in which infima and suprema of 
all subsets of cardinality ~ ~I exist. Also, the following two infinite distributive identities hold: 
Whenever a, bi E T* for i E WI' then 
V (a /\ b;) and a V A bi = A (a Vb;). 
Now the proof of Theorem I is immediate by Theorem 2.7 and Corollary 2.14. Straight-
forward is now also the 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1. Let N;, ~ (i, jE WI) be normal subgroups of A(n). We show 
that miEw,N;)· mjEW'~) = ni.jEW,(Ni · ~). Here' £; ' is clear. For the converse, assume 
that x = ai • bj with ai E Ni, bj E ~ for all i,} E WI' Applying Theorem I twice, we obtain 
x E niia;) • (bj ) = ni«a;) · nibj» = mi(ai»· mibj» £; miN;)· mj~) and hence the 
result. 
Next we give: 
EXAMPLE 2.15. It is consistent with ZFC, the standard axioms of set theory, that the 
lattice (NI(A(Q», £;) is not ~2-complete for some doubly homogeneous chain (Q, ~): Let 
I = [0, 1) £; IR and L = WI X I be ordered lexicographically: (jll ,a l ) < (1l2, a2) iff either 
III < 1l2' or III = 112 and a l < a2 (Ill, 112 E WI' ai' a2 E l) . Let n = L \ {(O, O)}, the long line. 
Then (n, ~) is doubly homogeneous and (NI(A(n»\{id}, £;) ~ ({O, I}, ~) x (P, ~) 
where (P, ~) consists of the Boolean algebra (d(w l ), ~) plus an additional element below 
it; this was shown by Ball [I] (see also [4; Theorem 7.6]; the existence of a chain nwith this 
property follows also from Theorem 2.7 and the example following it). Hence we have to 
prove that it is consistent with ZFC that (d(wd, ~) is not ~2-complete. Indeed, if we 
assume either 2No = ~I and ~2 < i~' < i\ or Jensen's diamond 0 and 2~' < 2~2, then 
the dual ideal of the filter ~(w.) is not ~2-saturated and so d(w l ) not ~2-complete, see 
[10; p. 436, and exercise 35.2]. 
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Finally, we give: 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. IffE IIiE"P;, we denote by [f] the equivalence class offin the 
reduced product P = IIP;/F. Recall that for f, g E IIPi , we have, by definition, [f] ~ [g] 
in (P, ~) iff {i E K;f(i) ~ g(i) in (P;, ~)} E F. Now letjj E IIP; for j E K. Define f E IIP; 
by puttingf(i) = 1\ j<ijj(i) E P; for each i E K. Clearly, [f] ~ [jj] in (P, ~) for eachj E K. 
Now assume g E IIP; satisfies [g] ~ [jj] for eachj E K. Choose Bj E F such that g(i) ~ jj(i) 
for all i E Bj (j E K), and put B = 11 "Bj E F. For any i E B we have i E Bj for allj < i and 
thus g(i) ~ f(i). Hence [g] ~ [f], showing [f] = 1\ ,,[jj]. The result follows. 
We remark that Theorem 2 contains our starting-point, the fact that (d(K), ~) is 
K-complete, as a special case again: the filter <t'(K) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2 
and d(K) = f!IJ(K)/<t'(K) is isomorphic to the reduced product II({O, I}, ~)/<t'(K), in the 
canonical way. 
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